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Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations
Acronym

Title

AI

Artificial Intelligence

AIOTI

Alliance for the IoT Innovation

BDVe

Big Data Value Ecosystem

BDVA

Big Data Value Association

BDV PPP

Big Data Value Public Private Partnership

CDTI

Centro de Desarollo Tecnológico Industrial (or in English:
Industrial Technology Development Center)

CoE

Center of Excellence

CRM

Customer Relationship Management

DEI

Digitizing European Industry

DG

Directorate General

DIH

Digital Innovation Hub

DMA

Data Market Austria

EBDVF

European Big Data Value Forum

EC

European Commission

ERP

Enterprise Resource Planning

ESA

European Space Agency

EU

European Union

EurAI

European Artificial Intelligence Association

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation

HPC

High Performance Computing

HW

Hardware

ICT

Information and Communication Technologies

IDSA

Industrial Data Space Association

IND4.0 (I4.0)

Industry 4.0

IoT

Internet of Things

IT

Information Technologies
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I4MS

ICT Innovation for Manufacturing SMEs

JRC

Joint Research Center

MS

Member State

PPP

Public Private Partnership

R&D

Research and Development

RFID

Radio Frequency Identification

SDIL

Smart Data Innovation Lab

SME

Small and Medium Enterprise

SoTA

State of the Art

UK

United Kingdom

USA/US

United States of America
Table 1: Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations
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Executive Summary
The mission of BDVe is to support the Big Data Value PPP (from now on generally
referred to as “the PPP”) in realizing a vibrant data-driven EU economy. Behind that
mission, there are multiple goals to achieve, which should be taken into full
consideration when defining the directions of the PPP.
One of such goals is ensuring that actions at European and National level are
implemented in a coherent way. BDVe does not have neither the capacity nor the
resources to align all the Big Data strategies of the EU-27 but can for sure implement
actions to give visibility and create awareness about the Big Data PPP outcomes and
opportunities. At the same time, some Member States (from now on generally
referred to as MS) have very active programs around Big Data. The knowledge
generated by them should also enrich the European community and contribute to
the definition of future agendas.
In this document BDVe provides an overview of the data ecosystems and initiatives
of some countries. It does not intend to be an exhaustive work and data comes
mostly from those platforms and initiatives that have proved to be more active and
responsive. However, the landscape analysis will be updated on a continuous basis
along the project duration (another version of this deliverable is expected in M48).
The report also reflects on the evolution of the activities and policies around data
and in particular brings about the increasing interest around Artificial Intelligence
(from now on AI) and the potential synergies between Data and AI ecosystems,
which, in some cases, partially overlap and count on contributions from the same
partners. This calls for a clear action on establishing connections among the different
initiatives.
The third major section of the report goes beyond a pure description of the
landscape to the implementation part. It gives visibility to instruments and assets
that could serve the purpose of developing vibrant data ecosystems all over Europe
and taking into consideration the specificities of countries and sectors. Some of
these instruments have been greatly supported by the PPP, like i-Spaces or the
European network of Big Data Centers of Excellence, while others have emerged
from Digital Transformation strategies with a focus on local and regional needs, such
as the Digital Innovation Hubs (DIH). This section ends up with a summary of the
actions implemented by BDVe to contribute to a less fragmented and more
coordinated and “aware” data ecosystem in Europe and the plan for the upcoming
period based on the priorities identified by the project.
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1 Introduction
Data Innovation performance in the EU varies enormously between MS. While some
countries have developed comprehensive strategies and have created the
mechanisms to enable a data ecosystem, some others do not have a concrete
strategy in the area and support projects around data analytics or other data-related
aspects in the context of more general funding programs devoted to ICT. These
differences are also seen when looking at the presence of organizational structures
that help to connect stakeholders or provide them with tools to better understand
and realize the benefits of Big Data. Countries like Spain, Germany, Austria and some
others are examples where such structures (platforms such as BDVA but operating at
national or regional level) have been set-up and therefore have given birth to a rich
data ecosystem in the country. In some other countries there are no initiatives of
reference that can act as our peers to discuss data aspects in their respective
geographical areas, or at least, not to our knowledge at the time of writing this
report. A clear need emerges from this situation: Europe cannot afford creating a
data divide that will end up in a fragmented data ecosystem at European level, with
the obvious consequence of a smaller market for Big Data suppliers, lower
availability of data and less competitiveness of the EU economy as a whole.
On the other hand, and for those countries that are highly developed from this point
of view there is also the risk that they play their “own battles” without coordinating
with actions carried out at European level. In this case it is important that knowledge
exchange happens in all directions, e.g. creating awareness about PPP actions in MS
and getting knowledge from national needs, assets and strategies at PPP level to
appropriately reflect them in EU Strategic agendas and policies.

2 Overall situation of Data Innovation in the EU
Digital Transformation is currently used to refer to the process of introducing digital
technologies in products and processes with an impact on reducing costs, increasing
agility, modifying business processes, or discovering new revenue sources, to name
some benefits, all that leading to greater industrial competitiveness. Many
technologies, assets and resources play an important role in materialising such
Digital Transformation. One of the elements is for sure the use of big data analytics,
which is fully dependent on the availability and access to data. Going beyond that
and looking at the future, we could even extend that to disciplines like machine
learning or deep learning, which would lead us to the concept of Artificial
Intelligence (from now on referred to as AI). In AI we can distinguish mainly three
ingredients: Data, Knowledge and Computing power1. Being AI a promising area to
increase competitiveness of organizations in the future, we cannot neglect –againthe relevance of data in such digital transformation process. The innovative use of
data to create benefits, either of social or economic nature, is known as Data
Innovation.

1

https://atos.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Atos-Position-Paper-AI-GBweb_072018.pdf
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One of the goals of BDVe is to support Data innovation in Europe. We are doing so at
EU level through the development of a myriad of activities (descriptions of many of
them can be found in the deliverables generated by BDVe along the different WPs
and therefore associated to the evaluation of impact and its maximization, the
creation and nurturing of a data ecosystem, the development of skills and actions
intended to boost visibility). However, actions at European level have to be
accompanied by others at national and regional level. This project does not have
resources to implement an extensive agenda in that respect, but T3.3 contributes in
a small way to point out the synergies, differences and state of the art in different
Member States and supports the establishment of connections between national
strategies and ecosystems to contribute to a less fragmented EU Data Space.
We take advantage of the work developed by Center for Data Innovation [1] with
regards to the analysis of the situation of Data Innovation in different MS to provide
a summary of such context, along with the indicators that have been used in the
assessment as well as recommendations highlighted by the report towards policy
makers that could lead to a better performance of Member States in their data
strategies.
Categories where indicators have been analysed together with the list of such
indicators (even though we just depict them without including detailed
descriptions2) are:
•

Data: The availability of usable data and government policies to promote the
supply and reuse of data.
o Data economy (data market size, data companies); Open Data
(implementation, impact); data sharing in healthcare; freedom of
information (right to information, corruption); protections against libel
chill (legal safeguards, costs, special plaintiffs)

•

Technology: The availability and use of key digital infrastructure and systems.
o Internet of Things (smart meters, smart ticketing, smart cities); egovernment; business broadband (connections over 30 Mbps,
connections); Household Broadband (access, speed)

•

People and Firms, basically referring to skills and their role in the workplace.
o E-business (big data, cloud computing, RFID, ERP, CRM); workforce
(ICT specialists, ICT skills, R&D personnel); education and civil society
(data science groups, science and technology graduates, data science
degrees)

2.1 Data Innovation in EU Member States
Readers can find a description of the methodology as well as definition of the
indicators to understand the results of the study. We are not in a position to say if
this set of indicators considers all the important variables, but for sure they provide
insights about the situation of different EU countries when it comes to the areas
2

Available in the report
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mentioned above. The report concludes that Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands,
Sweden, and the UK are the best positioned countries regarding Data Innovation,
while Greece, Croatia, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Cyprus are the lowest-ranked ones.
The analysis points out the correlation with GDP, but incomes are not the only factor
that differentiates these countries; elements like corruption have a high impact in
the ability of a country to promote open data. For an overall view of the degree of
performance of all EU MS we include here the visual representation elaborated by
the report, but readers interested in the topic can go can check the rankings per
indicator.

Figure 1 –Overall rankings of Data Innovation in EU MS [1]
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Figure 2 –Visual representation of Data Innovation performance [1]
Recommendations, as summarized by Center for Data Innovation, fall under three
major priorities:
•

Maximize the supply of reusable data by avoiding counterproductive policies
and regulations.

•

Improve infrastructures that help to generate data innovation; this includes
broadband, digital public services, smart meters, and smart cities to give
some examples.

•

Develop data-science and data-literacy skills in workers, so, the focus should
be in both the education system and professional training programs (working
environment)
BDVe supports all the three pillars in conjunction with BDVA activities through the
promotion of personal and industrial data platforms (including marketplaces), the
exploitation of Innovation Spaces as data-driven experimentation platforms (but also
through the relationships developed with other technological initiatives in areas like
HPC or IoT) and the activities specifically targeted at skills development.

2.2 Big Data Strategies in a sample of Member States
Since connecting initiatives and enabling information flow and therefore, sharing of
experiences is an ambition of BDVe, in the last months we have created tights with
some countries. They were not pre-selected but are a result of the connections of
partners in the project or active presence within the membership of BDVA. In the
next period the list will be revised and countries that have not been given so much
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attention till now will be included. This section provides a short yet simple overview
of the data landscape in a selection of countries.

2.2.1 Spain
In Spain, the Reference strategy for ICT in general and data in particular is called the
“Digital Agenda for Spain” [2], and is elaborated by the Ministry of Industry, Energy
and Tourism, with the support and validation of the Ministry of Budget and Public
Administration. The process involves a wide range of stakeholders and it is always
accompanied by open surveys where all organizations can express their views and
signal their priorities. The last version –to our knowledge-was launched in 2013 and
points out the role of using big data in Developing a digital economy for the growth,
competitiveness and internationalisation of Spanish companies, but it also highlights
data protection as asset to create trust in the digital economy. The strategy includes
specific areas of work of relevance to the Big Data value PPP, such as the promotion
of the development and use of techniques for dealing with massive volumes of data
or Big Data in organizations, as a means to optimise decisions and improve
productivity, efficiency and competitiveness and in concrete terms supports: the
participation in the development of Big Data initiatives on the world stage, the
promotion of activities to inform about the benefits of smart data processing and the
enhancement of the development of Big Data solutions.
Specific actions at sectorial level are also pointed out, such as “To adopt standards
that facilitate R&D activities related to the secondary use of particularly sensitive
data, with full respect for the privacy and data protection requirements and
considering the needs for improved efficiency in research, analysis and evaluation of
services” in the case of Healthcare. For Public Administration data protection
together with opening up datasets and reuse of public sector information seem to be
the priorities.
However, more dynamicity and concrete ideas can be seen in the context of the Big
Data Inter-Platforms Initiative, promoted and coordinated by PLANETIC [3], the
Spanish platform that works on ICT and embedded systems. The initiative brings
together the views of several national platforms that define priorities at sectorial
and technological level. Therefore, the perspective on data is enriched by wide
contributions from the supply and demand sides. The latter is not so obvious in most
initiatives. The Big Data Inter-Platforms Initiative counts on the support of several
ministries, including the one of “Industry, Tourism, Energy and commerce” as well as
the “Ministry of Science and Education”, both of them responsible for most of the
innovation-related activities around Big Data. BDVe has established strong
collaboration with this initiative as representative of the Spanish data ecosystem.
While we have communicated EU-wide strategies and implementation, we have
learned to know the specificities of pilots in Spain, projects funded at national level
and opportunities for Big Data deployment in different industrial sectors. The
operational work has included multiple meetings with the initiative, elaboration of a
white paper on the “Analysis of the Big Data Strategy in Spain” [4], organization of
Infodays and Big Data sessions in Spain to widespread the knowledge of the PPP and
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participation of the initiative in several workshops organized by BDVe to bring
together different national data ecosystems.

Figure 3 –Big Data-related projects approved by CDTI3 in period 2011-2016 [4]
Examples of projects and initiatives of Big Data in Spain
E-TUR2020, TURISMO & RETAIL. The Big Data Platform offers precision marketing
solutions for the intelligent processing of information, in the Tourism sector
particularly. The goal is to reach people at the right moment offering nearby services
and product recommendations depending on their preferences, profiles and daily
activities.
LPS-BIGGER: Lines of Software Product for Big Data through innovative applications
applying to the real environment’.
PRODUCTIO: Productivity industrial enhancement through enabling technologies.
Alianza BID3A - Big Data para RIS3. The BID3A initiative has several projects cofinanced by the ELKARTEK Program offered by the Basque Regional Government.
This programis focused on the generation and validation of Big Data technologies
that can be applied to the priorities of the Basque Country’s RIS3 Strategy: Advanced
Manufacturing, Energy and Health/Biosciences. The BID3 alliance is composed of the
Technology Centre TECNALIA, several technological centers form IK4 (a private and
independent alliance of R&D centers) like VICOMTECH-IK4, TEKNIKER-IK4,
IKERLANIK4, the Ibermatica Innovation Institute I3B, the Basque Center of Applied
Mathematics, the University of the Basque Country, Mondragon University and
Deusto University
WATERSIG. This is an application of Information Technologies to integrate the
management of water and sanitation through Big Data and parallelizing.
The general project objective is the design, development and experimental
validation of a precommercial information system to facilitate the management of
water supplies and sanitation network infrastructures. On the one hand
technological opportunities related to Big Data technologies and to software

3

CDTI is an official funding organism dependent on the Ministry of Industry
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acceleration techniques are taken into consideration and on the other hand, all kinds
of restrictions related to the commercial exploitation of results are also taken into
consideration. The project is aligned with the Regional Government of Galicia’s RIS3
Strategy and is funded through the CONECTAPEME regional program. The project is
being implemented by CYE-PROYFE, Torusware and ITG Technological Centre and
Ingegnerie Toscane and Klink S.R (Italian companies) are also collaborating in the
project.
WaMaS – IoT. Water Infrastructures Maintenance Information Support Decision
System based on the data added value in a well-balanced SQL No SQL Architecture.
The project wasled by the SME Computer3 S.L.and was supported scientifically by
the Instituto Teccnologico de Galicia. WaMaS –IoT was funded by the Centre for the
Development of Industrial Technology (CDTI)
IRIDA. Innovative Remote and Ground Sensors, Data and Tools into a Decision
Support System for Agriculture Water Management. IRIDA will use communication
based on M2M protocols for the transmission of information. This includes the
possibilities that 5G brings to the Internet of the Future and Things combined with
wireless sensor networks for distributed information communication and for data
processing, considering Big Data Technologies to support the four V’s: Variety,
Volume, Velocity and Value. Project of the WATER JPI - WaterWorks 2014 led by the
CEBAS-CSIC
Producto. Information system for water and sanitation infrastructures management
over Big Data architecture.
Figure 4 –Sample of Spanish Big Data projects [4]

2.2.2 Austria
The case of Austria is particularly remarkable because of the in-depth analysis of the
role of data in their economy and the elaboration of an extensive and
comprehensive roadmap on Intelligent Data Analytics technologies. Conquering Data
in Austria [5], as it is the title of the roadmap, was requested by and counts on the
support of the Austrian Research Promotion Agency (Osterreichische
Forschungsf¨orderungsgesellschaft, FFG) and the Austrian Federal Ministry for
Transport, Innovation and Technology (Bundesministerium fur Verkehr, Innovation
und Technologie, BMVIT).
The report categorises relevant methods and techniques into four interacting
groups: Search and Analysis, Semantic Processing, Cognitive Systems and Prediction,
and Visualisation and Interaction. The application side of data analytics is also
tackled, and within it, Healthcare, Energy and Utilities, eScience as well as
Manufacturing and Logistics were identified to be the most important application
domains in Austria. The document gives visibility to Austrian strengths, which
include: statistics, algorithmic efficiency, machine learning, computer vision and
Semantic Web. All this background serves the Austrian government to define
objectives for the short, medium and long term along three major axis: Technology,
Coordination, and Human Resources. Their implementation will foster the
development of new technologies and data-related innovations, but will also support
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the process of building capacities (for example, by developing skills) and setting up a
data ecosystem in the country. Such an ecosystem is currently known as Data
Market Austria [6]. This environment to promote data innovation is one the so-called
lighthouse projects supported from a financial point of view by the government.
Application-specific lighthouses are also part of the Austrian path, with sectors like
manufacturing, energy, healthcare and digital humanities as priorities.
Earth Observation: DMA will innovate EO towards infrastructure sharing and
scalable multi-user cloud platforms. With this approach, the novel ecosystem
developed in DMA closely follows the current ESA and EC strategy, which has started
to re-organise the COPERNICUS Sentinel ground segment and downstream activities.
Due to the amount of data, ESA promotes the establishment of several federated
data warehouses and processing facilities. Furthermore, the combination or linking
of geospatial data across multiple platforms plays a key role in the process of
lowering the entry barrier to (re-)use DMA data together with open data and
increasing the added-value of data and derivatives thereof. Scenarios in forestry will
help to assess the impact of this work.
Mobility: this pilot wants to capitalize the huge potential of growing data sources in
the mobility area. However, challenges exist when it comes to integrate and
combine multiple –closed and open- datasets. Repurposing of data is another key
element of the activity. Two scenarios will be used as framework for this work: Taxi
Fleet Management and Historical Traffic Flow Characteristics.
Figure 5 –Ongoing pilots in Data Market Austria (DMA) [6]
BDVe has established a trusted relationship with the Austrian data ecosystem
through the links with relevant and recognized organizations working in data
analytics in the context of BDVA. Know-Center for example has been instrumental in
linking BDVe with the European network of Big Data Centers of Excellence, recently
coined as Big Data Network Europe4 (see WP4 for more information on it). The
focused strategy of the Austrian government has also helped to illustrate the way a
data strategy can be implemented and they have been given the voice in multiple
events organized by BDVe, such as the different sessions on Big Data National
initiatives organized in the last months (ex. Workshops in BDVA Summit in Valencia
and EBDVF in Versailles). Data Market Austria is currently one of the prominent
examples brought to the PPP discussions on Industrial Data Platforms.
We are sure the relationship will be strengthened even more thanks to the work that
the PPP is currently doing in the organization of the upcoming edition of EBDVF that
will be held in November in Vienna and will be part of the EU Presidency agenda.
Discussions for the potential organization of a workshop/session that establishes
links and exchange of knowledge between PPP projects and those that are part of
Data Market Austria are on the table.

4

http://www.big-data-network.eu/
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2.2.3 Germany
Germany is one of the countries that has quickly realized about the potential of data
analytics for the economy. This is partly due to the driving position the country has in
Digital Transformation, and in particular in the movement known as Industry 4.0.
Germany and Austria have close ties and have jointly set-up data-driven initiatives
such as the Big Data Network Europe. Thanks to the active participation of German
players in the PPP, relationships with the German Data ecosystem have been alive
from the very beginning of our work. This has happened at different levels. One of
them relates precisely with the aforementioned Big Data Network Europe, more
focused on establishing collaborations for scientific research in Big Data.
For the purpose of building, linking and nurturing the ecosystem BDVe has created a
dialogue with the platform Smart Data Forum [7]. They call themselves “a knowledge
hub, demonstrator and networking platform for Smart Data technologies and
stakeholders in Germany”. The Forum was funded by the German Federal Ministry
for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi) and developed in cooperation with the
German Federal Ministry for Education and Research (BMBF). It is managed by the
German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI).
Smart Data Forum provides an ambitious catalogue of assets and services that we
have tried to summarize in the table of the following page.
We can see that as knowledge Hub it already references many other programs and
initiatives. Nevertheless, since many of them are relevant in themselves and have a
clear focus that helps to develop more concrete working relationships, we have
supported specifically the connections of the PPP with SDIL and IDSA. Brief details on
those ones are depicted below.
SDIL (Smart Data Innovation Lab [8]
SDIL is one of the so called Innovation Spaces or i-Spaces as the PPP refers to datadriven experimentation environments. As such it is listed as one of the BDVA assets.
SDIL provides access to big data and in-memory technologies and links data
providers with data users/experimenters through secured data-sharing
environments. Legal and security advice, data curation and data anonymization are
some of the services offered by this German ecosystem.
Sectors addressed by SDIL include Industry 4.0, medicine and Smart Infrastructures.
IDSA (Industrial Data Space Association, recently changed to International Data
Spaces Association) [9]
Based on their definition, IDSA is a virtual data space that supports the secure
exchange and the simple linking of data in business eco-systems on the basis of
standards and by means of common governance models. In the PPP we have worked
together in the context of understanding architectures, models and standards of
Data Platforms and in this particular case, of Industrial Data Platforms. In some
workshops and discussions we have compared and put face to face different models
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(ex. centralized vs. decentralized) for data sharing5. The association in itself serves
also as a vehicle to set up data ecosystems and link data owners with those that can
solve challenges through the use of those data. Working groups addressing use cases
and requirements, architecture, utilization (linked to business models) and
standardization currently exist. From an application viewpoint, SDIL includes use
cases in the domains of High Performance Supply chains, Life Sciences and Traffic
Management. Even though some BDVA members play a relevant role in the
structure of IDSA, the PPP has heavily relied on the relationship with Fraunhofer –as
driving force of IDS- to get updates and support content wise.

5

Ex. quite recently in the Big data Value Meet-up held in Sofia (http://www.big-data-value.eu/bigdata-value-meet-up-sofia/) we confronted the IDS model with Ocean Protocol
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Area

Technologies, data Resources, programs, initiatives, platforms
and services
Data Sources

NOMAD Repository – Führendes EU Repositorium
Programs and Initiatives:
International Data Spaces – A virtual database that supports the secured exchange of data based on standards. (BMBF)
SDIL Innovation Lab – An exchange and operating platform for big data applications. Its objective is to accelerate cooperation between
the business sector, the public sector and the research community concerning big data and smart data technologies. (BMBF)
Kompetenznetzwerk Trusted Cloud – Offers a platform for knowledge exchange on cloud technologies, specifically within the framework
of digital transformation of commerce. (BMWi)

Data Management

Structured Streaming: A Declarative API for Real-Time Applications in Apache Spark – 2018
Benchmarking Data Flow Systems for Scalable Machine Learning – 2017
State Management in Apache Flink – 2017
Emma in Action: Declarative Dataflows for scalable data analysis – 2016
MODELDB: A System for Machine Learning Model Management – 2016

Smart Data
Technologies

TensorFlow: A system for large-scale machine learning – 2016
Implicit Parallelism through Deep Language Embedding – 2015
A survey of open source tools for machine learning with big data in the Hadoop ecosystem – 2015
The Dataflow Model: A Practical Approach to Balancing Correctness, Latency, and Cost in Massive-Scale, Unbounded, Out-of-Order Data
Processing – 2015
Apache Flink: Stream and Batch-Processing in a Single Engine – 2015
Mxnet: A flexible and efficient machine learning library for heterogeneous distributed systems – 2015
Programs and Initiatives:
Berlin Big Data Centre – Competence center for development of methods and technologies for data science based on machine learning
and data management. (BMBF)
Competence Centre for Scalable Data Services and Solutions – ScaDS combines the methodological competence of the universities in
Dresden and Leipzig in a virtual organization and brings together international leading experts in the field of Big Data. (BMBF)

Data analysis

MXNet – open source framework based on deep learning that is designed to train and execute deep neural networks. Due to its

This document is issued within the frame and for the purpose of the BDVE project. This project has received
funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Programme (H2020-ICT-2016-2017) under Grant Agreement
No. 732630
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scalability to multiple GPUs and computers, the system can train algorithms quickly. It supports many programming languages, such as
Python, JavaScript, Go, C++, Scala, Matlab, R and many more.
TensorFlow – open source software library that performs numerical computations. It works across many platforms.
Deep Learning Libraries and Frameworks
Caffe – deep learning framework focused on speed, expression and modularity.
Caffe2 – modular and scalable deep learning framework that gives the possibility to try new deep learning algorithms and models.
Theano – library based on Python that offers operations, such as defining, optimizing and calculating of math expressions using multidimensional groups.
Torch – scientific computing system focused on GPUs, with a major support for machine learning, signal procession, parallel processing,
computer vision and more.
PyTorch – open source library based on deep learning designed for fast and flexible experimentations. It works with Python, is used in
natural language processing and comes with strong GPU acceleration.
Chainer – open source framework for neural networks. It is able to run on many GPUs, supporting per-batch architectures. The
framework functions on Python, making the code easy to debug.
Keras – a Python-based deep learning library, able to run on top of TensorFlow. It offers fast prototyping though modularity and
extensibility, supporting also convolutional and recurrent networks.
Programs and Initiatives:
Smart Data Innovation Lab – SDIL Platform is the powerful in-memory computing infrastructure offered free-of-charge to research
projects. (BMBF)

Data visualization &
User interaction

Programs and Initiatives:
Kompetenzzentrum Öffentliche IT – Competence center that does research and develops public IT infrastructure with an interdisciplinary
approach jointly with the Fraunhofer FOKUS. (BMI)
Zentrum Mensch-Maschine-Systeme – Research center that conducts research in the area of human-machine interaction.
Max-Planck-Gesellschaft – Computer Graphics, Computer Vision, and HCI – Leading research institute, conducting research in the area of
human-machine interaction.
Berlin Brain-Computer Interface – Research project that develops EEG-driven systems for computer-aided working environments.
(BMBF)

Smart Data

IT Security

Programs and Initiatives
Competence and Research Centers for IT Security – Three leading competence centres in IT security research, based in Saarbrucken,
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Governance

Darmstadt and Karlsruhe. They support the Federal Government in the area of cyber security. (BMBF)
IT-Sicherheit in der Wirtschaft – The most important initiative aimed at improving the level of IT security in SMEs. (BMWi)
Allianz für Cyber-Sicherheit – An initiative that promotes the Know-How on Cyber Security among German businesses. (BSI)
Sichere, vernetzte Datenzentren (SENDATE) – Joint initiative between Germany, France, Finland and Sweden. Main goal is to create
networks for the use of flexible, distributed data centres and establish a network infrastructure that will meet future capacity, latency
and energy efficiency requirements. (BMBF)

Legal Framework

Programs and Initiatives
Abida – Explores social opportunities and risks of the generation, linking and analysis of huge amounts of data and develops options for
political action, research and development. (BMBF)
Weizenbaum-Institut for the Networked Society – The institute investigates the current changes in all aspects of society occurring in
response to digitalisation. (BMBF)
Humboldt Institute for Internet and Society (HIIG) – HIIG is the first German institute that focuses on the relationship between the
Internet and society. It researchers the development of digital technologies from a societal perspective.

Smart
Data Smart Energy
Applications

Programs and Initiatives
SMARD – Open platform for electricity market data (Bundesnetzagentur)
Forschungsinitiative zukunftsfähige Stromnetze – Joint research initiative of BMWi and BMBF
Digitale Energiewelt (part of dena – German Energy Agency) – Energy transition platform (BMWi)
SINTEG – Showcase on intelligent energy (BMWi)
Forschungsnetzwerke Energie – Platform that connects the most important actors of the energy research sector (BMWi)

Smart Mobility

Programs and Initiatives
National Platform for Electric Mobility – Advisory Council of the Federal Government in the field of electric mobility. (Federal
Government)
Schaufenster Elektromobilität – Joint initiative of BMVI, BMWi, BMBF, BMUB that aims to bundle and make visible the competences in
the areas of electric vehicles and transport systems in pilot projects.
Mobility & InsurTech Hub – Munich – Institution that links corporates and SMEs with innovation partners from science and the start-up
scene at national level. Part of the Digital HUB Initiative. (BMWi)
Digital Testbeds – Testing infrastructure of digital technologies on public roads. (BMVI)
mFUND – An initiative that supports research and development projects on digital data-based applications for mobility. (BMVI)
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mCloud – Germany’s largest database with open data on mobility. (BMVI)
ARENA2036 – The largest and the leading research platform for mobility in Germany. (BMBF)

eHealth

Programs and Initiatives
E-Health Initiative vom Bundesgesundheitsministerium – The main focus of this initiative is on mobile and big data applications whose
potential for improved care is to be tapped. (BMG)
Deutsches Telemedizinportal – The German Telemedicine Portal offers the most comprehensive list of all telemedical projects and
telemedicine services. It also provides a platform to provide information on news and relevant events in the field of eHealth and
telemedicine and to make it accessible to a large number of interested parties. (BMG)
Digital Health – Nürnberg/Erlangen – Digital Hub operating at national level, working on digitizing the health sector. Part of the Digital
HUB Initiative. (BMWi)
Health Made in Germany – Initiative for the German healthcare industry. It supports international businesses that are interested in
developing partnerships with potential German suppliers. (BMWi)
Interoperabilitätsforum – Association of HL7 Germany, IHE Germany, and the AG Interoperability of the BVITG and the Department of
Medical Informatics of the DIN for the achievement of semantic interoperability and to strengthen telemedicine.
Digital Health Innovation Platform – Competitive alliance of industry, research and university medicine. Network of experts and ideas for
the digitization in health care.
Nationale Informationsplattform der Medizintechnik – This information platform is aimed primarily at SMEs in the medical technology
industry to support them in the innovation process. (BMBF)
Medizininformatik Initiative – This initiative aims to improve the usability of data from healthcare and research. In the coming years, 150
million euros will be made available to strengthen medical research and patient care. (BMBF)
Medical Valley EMN – A leading-edge cluster in which key players from business, science, health care and politics have joined forces and
is characterized by a unique interdisciplinary cooperation and transdisciplinary research. (BMBF)
Hospital Engineering Labor – This Living lab develops and tests together with more than 60 partner companies its vision of the hospital of
the future.

Industry 4.0

Programs and Initiatives
Plattform Industrie 4.0 – The largest Industry 4.0 network worldwide, with over 300 participants from more than 150 organizations. It
combines production methods with state-of-the-art information and communication technology. (BMBF, BMWi)
Digital HUB Future Industries – Stuttgart – Institution that links corporates and SMEs with innovation partners from science and the startup scene at national level. Part of the Digital HUB Initiative. (BMWi)
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Spitzencluster it’s OWL – The largest cluster of research projects in the context of Industry 4.0 in Germany. (BMBF)
Open Hybrid LabFactory research campus – The most important research campus dealing with the materials and production techniques
that are transforming functional lightweight construction into mass production. Part of the funding initiative “Research Campus – PublicPrivate Partnership for Innovations“. (BMBF)
International Data Spaces – A virtual industrial database that supports the secured exchange of data based on standards. (BMBF)

Services

Guidance for SMEs

Roadshow “Smarter Mittelstand“
Smart Data Training
Knowledge and Promotion

International
networking

International Roadshow
German Digital Technologies
European Partnerships, where we find BDVA as the first one
International AI Strategies

Showroom and Best
Practices

Showroom Berlin
Project map and demonstration platform

Figure 6 –Areas of work, resources, platforms and initiatives combined and exposed by Smart Data Forum [7]
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2.2.4 France
As President Emmanuel Macron declared few months in a visit to Beijing6, a Europewide strategy on big data is key to European competitiveness especially if we look at
giants like USA and China. Their internal markets are huge and they do not have hard
privacy protection rules, meaning that availability of data will not be a problem to
them. However, our GDPR imposes constraints (that in any case are supported by
the EU and also by France) and the fragmentation of the European market is also a
critical point despite the progress on data flow policies. Availability of data, data
analytics and finally AI are in a very high priority position in France. Collaboration
with other EU countries too, following the aforementioned argument. This is
reflected in the high number of activities in Big Data and AI pushed by France in
conjunction with its neighbours7.
The level of attention paid by France to these technologies can also be seen through
the several big data-related initiatives launched in the last years, the impressive
amount of connections and collaborations with partners worldwide and the relevant
budget devoted to such programs. Some relevant ones for BDVA work are described
here and constitute our vehicle or channel to the data ecosystem in France.
DATAIA [10]
DATAIA, formerly knowns as I2DRIVE (Interdisciplinary Institute for Data Research:
Intelligence, Value and Ethic) is a 10 year program gathering top academic entities
and has the support of 11 major industry players in France with a global budget of
200 million euros. It is funded by the French National Research Agency (ANR) under
the "Investments for the Future" program.
The initiative is very wide from the research and application points of view. Main
challenges are represented in the following figure. With respect to application
domains, activities fall under areas like optimal energy policies, e-science, business
analytics, interworks of people and things, health and well-being, urbanization 4.0
and mobility.
Different calls for proposals (focused on diverse topics, typology of work and
stakeholders) support the implementation of the challenges. Despite the
involvement of an impressive number of relevant platers in DATAIA, the will for
collaboration with other countries remains important, such as pointed out in the
speech of President Macron. In this particular case a network of connections with
international players has been nurtured. Some key names taken from the list are The
Alan Turing Institute in UK, IVADO (institute de Valorisation des données) in Quebec
(Canada), Data Science Institute at Columbia University in New York and Japan
Science and Technology Agency.

6

https://www.ft.com/content/e451e1d4-f5de-11e7-88f7-5465a6ce1a00

7

One of the numerous examples is the French-German Workshop on Standardization in Data
Economy, that took place in Berlin with the support of Smart Data Forum in 2006, then followed by
others (and including the participation of BDVA)
This document is issued within the frame and for the purpose of the BDVE project. This project has received
funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Programme (H2020-ICT-2016-2017) under Grant Agreement
No. 732630
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Our main connection with DATAIA relies on Nozha Boujemaa (INRIA; Member of the
BoD of BDVA), who was recently appointed by the European Commission expert of
the new High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence.

Figure 7 –Challenges of the DATAIA French Institute [10]
TransAlgo: assessing the accountability and transparency of algorithmic systems
[11]
Even though we would never finish if we wanted to list data-related projects in
France, it is worth mentioning TransAlgo [11] as part of our connections with the
French data ecosystem. TransAlgo was motivated by Axelle Lemaire - Secretary of
State for Digital Affairs in 2016, who -following the French Law for a Digital Republicordered a report on regulation methods for content processing algorithms from the
French General Council for the Economy (CGE). As such TransAlgo was created as a
national initiative/platform focusing on algorithmic system transparency and
responsibility in the Big Data and Cognitive Era. It started its work in January 2017.
With an academic approach in nature, it establishes links with real use cases through
the liaison with entities such as the French Directorate General for Competition
Policy, Consumer Affairs and Fraud Control (DGCCRF), the French Broadcasting
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Regulator (CSA), the French Data Protection Authority (CNIL) and FING (Next
Generation Internet Foundation), in addition to CERNA (Allistene's French advisory
commission for ethics in ICT research).
Teralab [12]
Teralab is one of the Innovation Spaces listed on the BDVA website and contributor
to the PPP strategy from the beginning especially in what concerns data-driven
experimentation and the environments to make it possible. As a French initiative it
provides access to interesting resources that help data providers and
users/experimenters work together.
The Infrastructure at TeraLab enables batch or real-time processing of hundreds of
terabytes of usable data (excluding replication and compression). In terms of data, it
hosts a variety of corpus of data, structured or unstructured, local or connected,
reaching hundreds terabytes of usable data to enable experimentations at full-scale.
It also provides a variety of analytics tools as SaaS or PaaS. The overall environment
is secure and is complemented by services that ease the data experimentation
process.

2.2.5 Italy
In Italy some regions seem more prominent than others when it comes to
investments in Big Data technologies driven by a well-thought strategy. One of the
advanced regions is Regione Emilia Romagna, which has a local Big Data community
(BigDataRER or BDRER) that is also very relevant at National level. The local
administration launched a call for projects at the end of June 2017 on three major
pillars: Big Data, advanced materials and biobanks, covering both equipment and
personnel costs. Cineca and INFN [13] already planned the unification of their
infrastructure in order to provide Italy with a unique research infrastructure for both
(Big) data and computation and are now engaged in the implementation phase. The
IPCEI test bed assigned to Italy will be on IND4.0 and will be based on this new
Cineca/INFN platform. Four I4MS Digital Innovation Hubs are based in Italy and
Cineca is at present classified in this context as Competence Center. A national plan
on IND4.0 already supports SMEs involvement in Big Data projects (as well as in
other technologies).
The agreement between the Italian Ministry of Education and the local government
(Regione Emilia Romagna) for the ECMWF data center relocation in Bologna8
includes the project of integration of computational resources, with the aim of
creating the national digital infrastructure for supporting the Italian scientific
research and technology innovation in the field of meteorology and climatology.
The Human Technopole [14] will be located in Milan, in the expo area. It promotes a
multidisciplinary approach on the theme of health and aging by combining medicine,
big data, nanotechnology and nutrition. It is structured in 7 centers (Medical
Genomics, Neurogenomics, Agri-Food and Nutrition Genomics, Data Science,
Computational Life sciences, Analysis, decision and Society, Nano Science and
8

http://www.italy24.ilsole24ore.com/art/business-and-economy/2017-03-01/bologna-meteo182247.php?uuid=AEQiA5f
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Technology) and 3 facilities: Central Genomics, Imaging, Data Storage and High
Performance Computing. After a 3 year start-up phase, 1500 researchers will be
involved in the Technopole.
While Italy is considered as a very important contributor to the EU economy and
numerous Italian projects and partners exist in the context of the Big Data PPP, the
relationship with the regional and national data ecosystems has been limited so far.
The section of this document on plans for the future elaborates some measures that
will be put in place to reach out to those geographical areas where connections need
to be reinforced.

3 Artificial Intelligence vs. Big Data: Is AI the
label for future data ecosystems?
AI is not big data, but availability and access to data or data analytics, among others,
are essential components of AI. In fact, what we see is that in some sources they are
interchanged, and in many cases the two communities overlap (we have seen in
previous chapters how some strategies refer to both areas as part of the same thing;
that is obvious in most French initiatives included in this document). Therefore and
looking at the future, BDVe will not restrict its activities to big data value, but it may
take into consideration some additional elements that are shaping AI. Since our role
is not doing research but creating bridges and connections helping to support the
development of a data economy and avoid fragmentation, it makes sense that
activities around community building and ecosystem setting engage communities
under both labels. It is not by chance that BDVA has become a contributor to the
European AI strategy and has fostered the dialogue for example among consortia
interested in building a European AI on-demand platform (topic ICT-26 of the
WP2018-20), where many stakeholders of the PPP play an active role. Examples of
additional activities in this direction are the contributions of the PPP to related
events (e.g. workshop on European AI Landscape co-organised by the EC and EurAI
on January 18, 2018) and definition of the role of data for AI (topic of an upcoming
workshop that will be organized between BDVA and euRobotics).

Figure 8 –Data Analytics Industry is the leading AI European Industry [15]
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The European approach to AI relies on three pillars [16]: (1) Boosting the EU's
technological and industrial capacity and AI uptake across the economy, (2)
Preparing for socio-economic changes brought about by AI and (3) Ensuring an
appropriate ethical and legal framework. Therefore, while R&D will still be key, work
will also fall under innovation-related activities, making sure that AI reaches the
market and its possible obstacles and concerns, and working with a long term view
that imposes the need to invest in capacity building, including skills.

3.1 European AI landscape
The European AI Landscape: workshop report (European Commission, January 2018)
With the goal of avoiding fragmentation that leads to a weak competitive position of
the EU with respect to the fierce competition in this field at International level and
looking at the exploitation of synergies and strengths, the EC organized a workshop
at the beginning of the year together with EurAI (European Artificial Intelligence
Association) where Member States were invited to share their AI strategies and
document their national ecosystems. The invitation got a positive response, with
contributions from Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland,
France, Germany, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,
Romania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and United Kingdom.
Some insights on the situation in the EU [17] reveal that Europe accounts for 19% of
AI businesses, with only one AI hub in the top 5. UK takes the leadership position,
followed by Germany and France. The difference between these countries and the
next ones is very relevant, since the three countries that have been mentioned
account for more than 50 % of AI businesses. However, in terms of AI by population,
the ratio is better for Switzerland and Nordic countries.
A well-thought strategy is needed to make sure that Europe does not become a
group of “Europe’s” with divergent speeds.

Figure 9 –Five regions account for 90% of AI businesses [17]
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As a matter of example, if we revise the profile of Austria we see that references are
different from the ones we got through the Big Data ecosystem. In this particular
case, the community greatly involved in AI is closer to robotics. Austria set up back in
2017 the Robot Council with the mandate to support the Federal Minister for
Transport, Innovation and Technology in developing a comprehensive strategy
around robotics and AI. In 2015 the Austrian Society for Measurement, Automation,
and Robotics Technology established the National Robotics-Technology Platform
(GMAR), which is considered as the main point of contact for information exchange
and technology transfer. Since there is no separate funding program for this area
and major public stakeholders are the same we talk to in the context of the data
economy, interactions among communities should not be complicated.
Another example to look at is Germany. The driving force at governmental level falls
under the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (Bundesministerium für
Bildung und Forschung - BMBF), as well as the Federal Ministry of the Economy and
Energy (Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie - BMWi), main actors behind
Big Data; this should also ease cooperation. Even though we identify specific actors
that have not been mentioned in the Big Data ecosystem, most of them are
common. The highlighted ones in AI at research level are the German Research
Centre for AI (DFKI), the Max-Planck-Institutes for Intelligent Systems, and
Informatics, the Fraunhofer Institute for Intelligent Analysis and Information
Systems, including the Fraunhofer Big Data Alliance. Companies like SAP or Siemens
are also in the driving seat of AI, confirming the overlap with Big Data actors.
Therefore, it is not by chance that the Smart Data Forum initiative provides a wide
range of information on AI and related strategies at EU, national and European level,
including a comparison of the selected focus areas of some of those AI strategies
that we attach here to illustrate synergies at application level.

Figure 10 –Focus areas of some international AI Strategies and European ones [7]
Despite those examples, and the obvious overlaps between the AI and data analytics
communities, we cannot neglect the fact that AI in other countries is led by other
stakeholders that have not been involved to date in activities related or linked to the
Big Data Value PPP. For the purpose of enriching the PPP ecosystem it is worth
realizing that some work still has to be done to ensure completeness and a rich
dialogue between stakeholders working in non-connected groups. See for the
example the case of AI in Italy, as depicted in the workshop.
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Figure 11 –AI stakeholders in Italy [18]

4 Implementation of a European Strategy for
Data and AI building on National/Regional
strengths
4.1 Challenges
The previous chapter has provided an illustrative (still not exhaustive) overview of
National Big Data ecosystems as well as a glimpse of the initiatives working at
national level in AI. From those descriptions and even though the information may
not be complete, it is easy to identify at least two major problems that could turn
into opportunities if Europe puts the right tools and mechanisms in place:
1. The need to avoid fragmentation in efforts and investments and therefore
exploit synergies that give a better outcome than the sum of the parts.
European funds, national funds, strategies led by industry, specific programs
focused on startups that are disconnected from other innovation
environments…all of them are relevant, but could have a much higher impact
if working together.
2. The need to intensify efforts in some regions and Member States that are
lagging behind the others. The case of Eastern countries is very obvious, with
a number of initiatives, efforts, companies, etc that are far too low. This will
result in parts of Europe that are under-developed (from the point of view of
this field), leading to less competition on the supply side (at EU level), less
demand and therefore a poor market for European organizations that will not
be able to compete with their peers in US or China. This does not consider
the indirect effects in the level of Digital Transformation of companies in
different sectors that could benefit from data analytics and AI to increase
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their competitiveness. The consequent slow development of their economies
should not be disregarded.
In this context, we take advantage of the analysis made by the AI workshop
previously mentioned with respect to the areas where Europe should work and the
next steps proposed to overcome such concerns. They are undoubtedly aligned with
the challenges of the Big Data PPP and therefore are clearly connected to the actions
promoted by BDVe, as discussed in section 4.2.5.

Figure 12 –Considerations and steps needed at European level9 [17]
BDVe has selected a series of tools and mechanisms that could help in the
implementation of those challenges, some of them are not exclusive responsibility of
BDVe as a project, but we greatly support their development (e.g. Network of
National Centers of Excellence, Innovation Spaces); some others have been
developed outside the PPP and in the context of other EC and national strategies
(e.g. Digital Innovation Hubs). The next section summarizes these instruments and
finishes with an overview of investments at regional level (RIS3 Strategies), as a
guiding tool for decision making.
Section [4.2.5.1] summarizes some of the concrete actions carried out so far by BDVe
to support National Initiatives on Big Data, as an added value to the analysis of the
ecosystem described in this document. Finally, we finish with an overview of the
next steps.

9

figure elaborated with input from the EC report
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4.2 Instruments and assets
4.2.1 Innovation Spaces
Innovation Spaces (or i-Spaces in short) is the concept coined by BDVA to refer to
data-driven experimentation environments. BDVA has set up an open process
supported by a committee that annually evaluates proposals of i-Spaces. Information
about it and its criteria can be found on the BDVA website [19] together with an
exhaustive definition of i-Spaces and its features, including benefits to data owners
and data users. BDVe has supported some of these activities, including gathering and
formatting information for marketing and visibility purposes. In order not to reinvent
the wheel but with the attempt to give readers a complete spectrum of what it is
available in Europe (and can already be exploited in pre-competitive environments)
we reproduce here main records from the i-Spaces that got the label in November
2017, as shown by BDVA [19]; just minor formatting has been applied.
Smart Data Innovation Lab (SDIL), Karlsruhe (Germany) [8]
The Smart Data Innovation Lab (SDIL) offers big data researchers unique access to a
large variety of big data and in-memory technologies. Industry and science
collaborate closely to find hidden value in big data and generate smart data. Projects
focus on the strategic research areas of Industry 4.0, Energy, Smart Cities and
personalized Medicine.
Platforms

Figure 13 –SDIL Platform Offering
Services
•

Infrastructure providing: The infrastructure, including technical support, is
provided free-of-charge by the SDIL operation partners to any SDIL project.
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•

Communities: SDIL provides access to experts and domain-specific skills
within Data Innovation Communities fostering the exchange of project
results. They further provide the possibility for open innovation and bilateral
matchmaking between industrial partners and academic institutions.

•

Data curation: The SDIL guarantees a sustainable invest to all partners by
curating industrial data sources, best practices, and code artefacts, that are
contributed on a fair share basis.

•

Data Anonymization: The SDIL offers various anonymization tools to its
projects which are applicable to data from research and industrial sources.

Teralab, Paris (France) [12]
Teralab is a Big Data platform developed within the framework of the PIA. It has the
role of hosting efforts to enhance the value of industrial data in partnership with
laboratories or collaborative projects. It has been operational for more than 3 years
and offers state-of-the-art infrastructure and tools. TeraLab's infrastructure is
secure, sovereign and neutral. It provides the necessary security guarantees for
industrial partners so that they can make available, within a defined framework,
their high-value data for research or innovation projects. Beyond the unique
technical characteristics of the infrastructure TeraLab facilitates the link between
data providers and data scientists thanks to the network formed over the three years
of existence. The support of the platform does not stop with the provision of
workspaces but according to the requests a help to the formalization of use cases,
the choice of tools and design of the architecture, skills on regulations such as the
GDPR or the rules specific to health data and more generally on the governance of
hosted data. Currently 50 research or innovation projects benefit from the platform.
TeraLab is recognized by its technical excellence and its impact in the ecosystem,
both at national level and at European level in the PPP Big Data. In addition, a H2020
project on the PPP call Factory of the Future positions TeraLab as the French
competence center for a Digital Innovation Hub (DIH) on sovereignty and
cybersecurity. The cost of using the platform depends on the size of the workspace
provided and aims to balance operating costs. The platform is non-profit; Break even
on operating cost is reached in 2017.
Platforms

Figure 14 –Teralab Platform Offering
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Services
TeraLab is a founding and contributing member of this community and has recently
been awarded the highest label recognizing excellence of TeraLab assets and impact
The i-Spaces community is growing into a pan European loosely coupled federation
with ability to support data innovation across sectors and boundaries.
•
•
•
•
•
•

ability to perform experiments on more data-sets from different sectors
across EU;
access for industry from any member state to SotA experiment platforms &
tools;
market-realistic use-conditions to test & validate new tool concepts from
Academia;
enabling cross-regional access to SotA Academic knowhow;
sharing best governance and incubation support methods between existing iSpaces;
wider access to industry data and challenges for education and training of
students.

Know-Center, Graz (Austria) [20]
Know-Center is Austria's leading research center for data-driven business and big
data analytics. It conducts applied and interdisciplinary research in the field of
computer science in the areas of data-driven business, big data and cognitive
computing. To that end, Know-Center works closely with the Institute for Interactive
Systems and Data Science of Graz University of Technology. Specific research topics
include search technologies, machine learning methods and knowledge extraction
from large data sets, presentation and visualization of massive amounts of
information, efficient use of information in social media channels, as well as
contextualization and personalization of information. Main research areas fall under:
Knowledge Discovery, Knowledge Visualization, Social Computing, Ubiquitous
Personal Computing & Business Models, Data Management and Data Security.
From the business point of view, main areas covered by Know-Center are: Industrial
Data Analytics, Data-Driven Markets, Strategic Intelligence, Data-driven Process and
Decision Support, Learning 4.0 and Digital Life Science.
Platforms
HDFS, MapReduce2, YARN, Tez, Hive, Pig, ZooKeeper, Kafka, Kerberos, Slider,
Zeppelin Notebook,Jupyter Notebook, Spark, Spark2, Apache Solr.

Figure 15 –Know-Center Platform Offering
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Services
The Big Data Lab is Austria’s first point of contact for all questions around Big Data
Analytics and Big Data Management. The Big Data Lab enables partners and
companies to quickly and efficiently test data-driven methods as well as to assess
the potential and possibilities for a data-driven business.
The offer includes consultations, data analysis and trainings. The Big Data Lab offers
a simple and direct access to both expertise and infrastructure. In addition to Apache
Hadoop, the Big Data Lab is equipped with other big data technologies such as
Apache Spark and Apache Storm on its computer clusters. Integrated within an
international network around the topic of Big Data and Data Science, the KnowCenter provides its partners with access to the latest trends and findings in this area.
RISE SICS North ICE, Luleå (Sweden) [21]
ICE, the Infrastructure and Cloud research & test Environment, is a research data
center inaugurated in January 2016. The facility is open to use primary for European
projects, universities and companies. However, customers and partners from all over
the world are welcome to use ICE for their testing and experiments.
The ICE mission is to contribute to Sweden being at the absolute forefront regarding
competence in sustainable and efficient datacenter solutions, cloud applications and
data analysis. This will be accomplished by increasing innovation capability, helping
product and service companies excel, as well as attracting more researchers and
companies to Sweden to make the business branch even stronger nationally.
The datacenter is situated in an old storage facility at walking distance from the
Luleå University of Technology campus. There are three different modules open for
testing and experiments, along with a demo space that can fit 50+ people.
The first module, a stable environment optimized for testing of IT/cloud-related
applications and big data handling, has been running since February 2016.
Measurement data from equipment and sensors is collected for modelling,
simulation and optimization. The second module is more flexible in its physical setup
and is therefore optimal for testing of facility/utility innovations. It is fitted with
quick couplings for power, water and network to enable easier exchange of
equipment. The third module is specifically designed for testing of the datacenter as
part of the utility/energy system.
ICE offer covers all parts of the stack:
•

Big data and machine learning – Computing capacity, platforms and tools for
handling big data and machine learning;

•

IT and cloud – testing and experiment environments for software
development, scaling and infrastructure optimization;

•

Facility and IT HW – possibilities for testing disruptive innovations concerning
the facility and hardware of a datacenter;

•

Utility – measurements and research securing a sustainable society with
efficient datacenters as a part of the energy system.
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Platforms
Platforms, tools and methods are primarily a tailor-made data science platform,
containing the following elements even though more options can be requested.
• HOPS – Hadoop as-a-service;
• Tensorflow-as-a-service;
• Streaming analytics-as-a-service;
• Apache Spark;
• Apache Flink;
• Customized common development environment
Services
Big data services for test and experiments are available on the platform. The range of
the offering extends from choosing to just use our Hadoop application HOPS, all the
way to full service with tool experts, analysts and even the possibility to use the data
owned and stored by the center.
Italian Open Platform for High Performance Data Analysis (Cineca)
With its High Performance Computing (HPC) facility, and with excellent scientific
skills, Cineca supports the world of the public and private research: it is the most
powerful supercomputing center in Italy devoted to scientific and industrial
research, and one of the most important worldwide. Moreover, Cineca develops IT
systems for universities administration offices, for the MIUR, and for companies,
health care Institutions, and public administration.
Note: notice that more information about CINECA and its connections with the Data
ecosystem in the Italian region of Emilia Romagna was provided in the analysis of
National Big Data Initiatives/ecosystems.
EURECAT: Big Data Centre of Excellence in Barcelona (Spain) [22]
The Big Data Centre of Excellence in Barcelona is an initiative led by Eurecat which
has been launched in February 2015 with the support of the Government of
Catalonia, the Barcelona City Council and Oracle.
The Big Data CoE constructs, evolves, integrates and makes available to companies
differential Big Data-related specialised knowledge, tools, data sets and
infrastructures that will allow them to define, experiment with and validate Big Data
models and their impact on business, as well as define innovative solutions within a
collaborative framework with key agents from the sector.
The goal of the Big Data Centre of Excellence in Barcelona is three-fold:
• To create an innovation space capable of making the value of data tangible
for Organizations.
• To integrate the key technological offering in Big Data.
• To create links with other European initiatives and to become an
international reference point in this sphere.
The centre of excellence bases its value proposition on the following cornerstones:
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•

A neutral agent with state of the art Big Data expert knowledge: The Big Data
CoE Barcelona is a neutral agent that combines trends and good practices in
Big Data with the aim of implementing innovative Big Data projects at the
forefront of available technological solutions.
• A group of partners who are experts in an extensive range of technological
fields and industries: Incorporate Big Data technological services defined by
key players in the Big Data sector that are present in Catalonia. This gives us
access to multifunctional experts while implementing projects, who provide
us with multi-domain use cases and references.
• Versatile infrastructure for fast-prototyping: Big Data infrastructure, the
result of Research, Development and Innovation projects that enable fastprototyping processes in order to effectively extract value from data.
• Integrator and facilitator of datasets: The Centre has a collection of datasets,
and collaborates with various institutions, facilitating and making it possible
to access new datasets depending on the needs of each project.
• Knowledge transfer involved in every activity: The Big Data CoE Barcelona
implements professional training tasks on Big Data techniques and
technology, placing particular emphasis on knowledge transfer during project
execution.
Platforms
DATURA is an OpenStack based platform developed by Eurecat capable to provision,
configure and deploy a whole Big Data stack through an UI assistant matching
different project requirements. DATURA currently allows to deploy Hadoop
environment clusters (including HDFS, YARN, Hive, Pig and Sqoop) as well as Spark,
Elasticsearch and Kafka clusters.

Figure 16 –EURECAT Platform Offering
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Services

Figure 17 –EURECAT Service Offering
EGI [23]
EGI has built a federation of long-term distributed compute and storage
infrastructures that support research and innovation. This international einfrastructure has delivered unprecedented data analysis capabilities to more than
48,000 researchers from many disciplines. The federation brings together roughly
300 data and compute centres worldwide. EGI is coordinated by the EGI Foundation
and funded through a combination of membership fees, national and EC funding and
delivery of professional services such as training and consultancy. Today, EGI
provides both technical and human services, from integrated and secure distributed
high-throughput and cloud computing, storage and data resources to consultancy,
support and co-development.
ITI, Valencia (Spain) [24]
ITI Big Data Space offers infrastructure, tools and data for research and
experimentation with Big Data Technologies. The digital innovation ecosystem
around ITI, composed by SMEs, Large Companies and Research organizations is able
to use the services of the data space to test new business and technological
products.

4.2.2 European Network of National Big Data Centers of Excellence
[25]
This network was mentioned in section 2.2.2 when we analysed the Big Data
ecosystem in Austria, where it plays a major role. The network focuses on scientific
research and connects different centers of excellence in Europe in order to get
access to a complete map of competences in Big Data. These connections also serve
at intensifying collaboration in research topics between centers, since they can
understand potential synergies based on the profiles and activities of the other parts
of the network. Some activities in line with technology transfer and cooperation with
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industry are also envisaged as a result of the enriched ecosystem and knowledge
exchange. The network is currently composed by 55 centers and BDVe is supporting
some of the operations and connections with other stakeholders but is also
contributing to make the network grow by inspiring and advising other countries on
how to create a Big Data CoE. One of our success stories relies on the set-up of a CoE
in Sofia (Bulgaria), following the strategy of extending the reach to eastern countries.
More information on this activity can be found in [WP4].

Figure 18 –Geographical distribution of National Big Data CoE

4.2.3 Digital innovation Hubs
Digital Innovation Hubs, or DIH in short, are tools or instruments to facilitate and
foster digital transformation of companies, and in particular of SMEs. They go
beyond a pure competence center whose main resources are based on
infrastructure and technical resources for testing purposes. DIH provide, besides the
assets of competence centers a wider umbrella of services that may include access
to potential customers, access to funds, consultancy services or training in diverse
disciplines like business modeling or internationalization. Those are the common
elements based on the formal definition, but the reality is that they can be quite
different in nature and focus. While some of them focus on a technology, others
focus on a sector or domain. For the purpose of this work we have used the tool
facilitated by JRC [26] to search for DIH with competences in a) Artificial Intelligence
and cognitive systems as well as in b) big data, data mining, database management.
The result could help us to understand the level of capacity building in these
disciplines at regional and national level.
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Nevertheless it needs to be considered that investment in other technologies may
have a clear impact in Big Data and AI, such as IoT, or HPC. Besides that, data
reflected by this tool is based on information that organizations have introduced, so,
there could be initiatives that do the same and are not counted because they did not
promote their inclusion in the system. With those limitations in mind, we can derive
that Big Data and AI greatly overlap (if we run searches looking for DIH with all
competencies and then we filter by Big Data we see that numbers do not differ a
lot), as it can be seen in the figures below. In addition to that we conclude that
investment in capacity building differs very much between regions and countries.
We clearly see “champions” in each country, and then, we see big differences in
numbers of operational DIH per geographical area. Maybe the most visible fact is
that Eastern countries are lagging behind, which could lead to an increasing gap not
only in technology development but also, and as a consequence, in industrial
competitive and hence, in economic development, as it has already been pointed
out along this report.

Figure 19 –DIH with relevant10 competences [26]

10

Relevant includes in this case: AI and cognitive systems, Big Data, data mining and database
management
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Figure 20 –DIH with a subset of competences11 of Figure 17 [26]

4.2.4 Data investments in RIS3 Strategies
Through the tool Eye@RIS3 (Innovation Priorities in Europe) developed by JRC [26]
we can see public investment priorities for innovation across Europe and make
comparisons among regions; data is based on the information found in Smart
Specialisation Strategies and related strategic frameworks. A search focused on the
policy area Big Data, data mining and database management under the area of
Digital Transformation gives the following result.

Figure 21 –Big Data as innovation priority in Europe based on the Eye@RIS3 tool
11

In this case we represent competences in big data, data mining and database management
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4.2.5 Added value actions by BDVe
BDVe was defined as an instrument to support the development of the PPP. This
entails many potential activities, but we decided to focus on those listed below. As it
can be easily seen, the alignment with the steps suggested by DG CONNECT for the
upcoming activities in AI is straightforward.
In a nutshell we want to incentive data sharing, align supply and demand, give
visibility to success stories to inspire their replication and establish connections to
create a richer innovation ecosystem where data suppliers can reach a bigger market
share and data users can increase their competitiveness as a result of the use of
datasets. This vision cannot be implemented by a single project or a single
organization. BDVe supports and works jointly with BDVA to create a bigger impact
and works heavily in establishing links with other initiatives, programs and
stakeholders that could multiply the desired effect. In a more concrete way and
looking at the responsibilities per WP, this is a summary of some of the actions under
development in BDVe:
•

Impact [mainly WP2]: evaluation of impact of the PPP actions (in order to get
the right context and define strategies accordingly), establishment of
connections with networks of intermediaries to foster innovation

•

Ecosystem development [mainly WP3]: understanding the supply and
demand sides of the PPP, giving visibility to stakeholders and establishing
connections among them, developing/fostering actions in domains that are
under-represented; building tools to give visibility and make accessible data
on actors, initiatives and resources that the community can benefit of (big
data landscape) and give visibility/exposure to developments, results and
assets generated by the Big Data community to promote their usage and
align supply and demand. All these actions have concrete implementations or
additional support measures when it comes to strategies towards Member
States and national communities/ecosystems (see chapter 2.2) and
startups/SMEs. Finally, PPP projects are considered major elements of the
PPP ecosystem and as such a governance structure to work together has
been established and is operational.

•

Skills [mainly WP4]: compilation and visibility of educational programs on Big
Data through the Big Data Education Hub; support to the network of national
Big Data Centers of Excellence (very much connected to the work described
in this deliverable, even though not reported here because of the focus on
research, capacities and skills); definition of a skills recognition program and
finally, some steps on the feasibility of an exchange program.

•

Marketing and Communications [mainly WP5]: major tool to give visibility to
all the previous activities and promote the PPP label in Europe as an
integration effort. Here we take advantage of a common strategy on events,
materials, etc that serve the purpose of the overall development of the data
ecosystem in Europe.

WPs work in a jointly manner in order to get maximum advantage of the individual
actions, which are normally interrelated and dependent among them.
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The following sections depict more specific activities carried out in the context of
national outreach as well as future actions that have been defined as a result of the
national analysis provided in this deliverable and as a response to the evolution of
the PPP and its surrounding environment (e.g. ongoing activities in AI, discussions on
future framework program…).
4.2.5.1 Actions implemented in the first period

Even though the activities listed below have multiple impacts we have classified
them based on their main motivation. For the sake of simplicity we have defined 5
categories: (1) knowledge exchange, (2) networking/connection (face-to-face), (3)
increased visibility, (4) publications, (5) increase of geographical coverage.
Action

When

Type:

Engagement with data ecosystem in Spain; invitation to June
2015 (1,2,
national authorities, presentation of the Spanish (before
BDVe; 3)
initiative on Big Data, organization of a workshop for not claimed)
the interaction of national initiatives. Context: BDVA
Summit Madrid (Spain)12
Engagement with data ecosystem in The Netherlands March
2016 (1,2,3)
(in the context of BDVA Small Big Data Summit Den (before
BDVe;
Hague 2016)13
not claimed)
Presentation of PPP to members of the ICT committee September 2016 (1,2,5)
(representatives from MS in charge of Big Data); (before
BDVe;
meeting held after ICT Proposers Day; Bratislava
not claimed)
Session “Member States and National Big Data November 2016 (1,2,3)
Initiatives” at BDVA Valencia Summit (Spain)14
(before
BDVe;
not claimed)
Workshop Big Data organized by the Big Data platform February 2017
in Spain, PLANETIC (Foro Transfiere; Málaga)15

(1,2,3)

Meeting/dialogue with Polish Delegation in Brussels

(1,5)

March 2017

Digital Day, Rome16 (discussion Member States on DIH – March 2017
Digital Transformation and national initiatives on HPC)
Contacts established with a number of Big Data national Jan-June
initiatives and calls held with many of them to exchange (H1 2017)
views and discuss about needs and priorities (Smart
Data Forum, Big Data network of CoE, Austrian
authorities responsible for Big Data policies, Emilia

(1,2,3)
2017 (1)

12

http://www.bdva.eu/summit15

13

http://www.bdva.eu/small-bdva-summit-16

14

http://www.bdva.eu/valencia-summit

15

https://ametic.es/sites/default/files//archivos_noticias/programa-transfiere-2017.pdf

16

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/agenda-digital-day-rome-2017
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Romagna Region, Planetic, RISE…)
Meeting with IdealIST consortium to explain Big data November 2017
PPP and work with EU NCPs; definition of priorities
(meting held the day before ICT proposers day)

(1,2,5)

Participation of Big Data PPP at Workshop “Contractual November 2017
Public Private Partnerships -a Vision for the Future at
ICT Proposers Day 2017 (Budapest)” organized by
IdealIST

(1,2,3)

PPP networking session “National Initiatives on Big Data November 2017
and the Data Economy”17 in the context of EBDVF
Versailles

(1,2)

Infoday Big Data & Opportunities in H202018 (organized January 2018
together with Spanish Big Data Platform and Spanish
national authorities)

(1,2)

Attendance to workshop “The European AI Landscape” January 2018
focused on AI national ecosystems (18 January 2018;
Brussels)

(1)

Digitizing EU Industry Stakeholder Forum (Paris): forum March 2018
to understand MS policies in Digital Transformation,
interact with some ministries and follow up DIH
instrument

(1,2,5)

Publication Whitepaper “Analysis of the Big Data May 2018
Strategy in Spain”19 led by PLANETIC (Spanish initiative
on Big Data with contributions from the Big Data PPP);
also available on BDVA website

(4)

Big Data PPP Meet-up Sofia: event organized for the May 2018
PPP constituency followed by an open day to interact
with the Data ecosystem in Bulgaria (main motivation
was to open up and engage new communities in the
PPP).

(2,3,5)

Beta version of the Big Data landscape presented to the May 2018
community (in the context of the Big Data PPP Meet-up
Sofia), with layers devoted to the visual representation
of i-Spaces, National initiatives and Big Data CoE

(3)

Inclusion of I-Spaces as Big Data reference for Digital Jan, Feb, May, (1,2)
Innovation Hubs in the context of Digital July 2018
Transformation policies. Documentation uploaded to
17

http://www.european-big-data-value-forum.eu/program/national-initiatives-on-big-data-and-thedata-economy/
18

https://www.cdti.es/recursos/eventosCDTI/6646.pdf

19

http://planetic.es/sites/default/files/planetic/public/contentfiles/page/Analysis%20of%20the%20Big%20Data%20Strategy%20in%20Spain_may18_0.pdf
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Futurium platform and attendance to the following
workshops:
• Digital Innovation Hubs 1st Working Group
meeting - 22 January 2018; Brussels
• Digital Innovation Hubs 2nd Working Group
meeting - 21 February 2018; Brussels
• Digital Innovation Hubs 3rd Working Group
meeting - 25 May 2018; Brussels
• 4th meeting of the Working Group on Digital
Innovation Hubs; 2 July 2018; Brussels
Reporting status of activities to Board of Directors Since Jan2017 till (1)
and/or Activity Group meetings BDVA
now almost all
meetings (every
1,5 month)
Exchange of a plan to foster the presence of the Big August 2017
Data PPP in EU MS through the support of the network
of NCPs (see annex)

(1,5)

At the end of the first reporting period BDVe has created visibility of this activity and
has related to a number of Big Data initiatives in different Member States. Initiatives
are different depending on the country: while in some cases the interaction is held
with the Public Authorities (ministries) in some others the link is created with a
thematic platform similar to BDVA, but operating at national or regional level that
brings together the stakeholders working on Big Data topics. In some cases we
interact with both depending on the objectives. Despite that, strong relations exist
with some countries (Germany, France, Austria, Spain…), some of them have not
been tackled in an exhaustive way. One of the geographical areas where actions
should be carried out in the next period is Eastern countries, but the communities
are not organized in a very structured way as it happens with the aforementioned
countries. Therefore, actions become more difficult and time consuming. We made
the attempt to open up some activities in that part of the continent through the
organization of the Big Data PPP Meet-up (which entailed a long collaboration with
some local organizations). Baltic countries have not been targeted as a priority and
we could learn a lot from communities like Estonia. The Big Data landscape, which is
a tool that should facilitate connections between communities, initiatives and
players within them, is a first step to scale these activities.
4.2.5.2 Actions to be implemented: next steps

Looking at where we are now, the priority for the next period will be:
• Keeping relationships with existing communities and platforms strengthening
the knowledge exchange and collaborations
• Extending the geographical outreach with a priority on Eastern countries and
also developing a strategy to attract stakeholders from countries that are not
so widely represented, as it is the case of Baltic countries and some Nordic
countries
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•
•

•

Support instruments like i-Spaces and CoE and promote them in the context
of Digital Transformation policies (DIH)
Support the alignment and coherence of actions where the EC and MS will be
working together; areas like HPC, or AI, which has been widely mentioned in
this document, are a clear example of the need to connect due to technology
convergence
Facilitate interaction and knowledge exchange between the PPP (EU level)
and national initiatives but also among countries (in some cases collaboration
is already strong (e.g. Germany-France, Germany-Austria…), but they are very
exceptional cases.

The table below depicts some of the actions that will be implemented to realize
those objectives. Therefore, it describes the “how” in general terms, since some of
the actions may be adapted to the evolution of the PPP and its environment.
Action

When (second reporting Type:
period)

Organization of specific meetings and At major PPP events
workshops aimed at bringing national
initiatives together and promote interaction.
Face-to-face meetings will be organized at
least in the context of major PPP events such
as the EBDVF and the Big Data PPP meet-up
•

(1,2, 3)

Proposal for a workshop on National
Initiatives accepted for EBDVF Vienna
(see annex)

Definition of a type of membership (with no By end of 2018
fee) in BDVA that allows the PPP to interact
with MS in a more systematic way
(discussions with the EC will be carried out
to check the feasibility of setting up again a
MS committee)

(1,2,3,5)

Further population and use of tools like the Continuous (by June 2019 (1,3)
Big Data landscape and the Big Data all
existing
initiatives
marketplace.
should be present with
complete data in the Big
Data landscape)
Definition of an Strategic Action Plan with Draft agreed by end of (1,2,5)
IdealIST (network of NCPs)
2018.
Implementation:
continuous
• Initial draft available as starting point
discussed with NCP (see annex)

Implementation of a roadshow with the Continuous
objective of knowledge exchange and

(1,3,5)
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increasing the geographical outreach of the
PPP
•

This will be done as part of the webinars
plan depicted in WP2 and T3.1

5 Conclusions
Supporting a stronger Data Economy in Europe is an ambitious goal that cannot be
done by imposing rules and actions from Brussels or Luxembourg. Negotiating,
exchanging knowledge and reaching agreements with Member States is a must to
ensure coherence in policy definition and implementation. We can see that this
relationship cannot be neglected anymore. For example, the implementation of
Digital Transformation policies is counting heavily on the involvement of Member
States, with the instrument of DIH as a clear example of regional-national-European
collaboration. There are clear motivations to pay attention to these relationships: on
the one hand budget is not unlimited, which obliges to spend resources in a smart
way; on the other hand Europe cannot compete with other regions of the world like
USA or China if it does not create an attractive and big (enough) market. And the
reality is that doing business in Europe is still different depending on the national
market where your company operates. Many efforts have been made with good
achievements (e.g. free flow of data), but there is still a lot to do.
The role of BDVe is to support the Data Ecosystem in Europe by making sure that all
stakeholders are involved in the decision-making process, get access to information
and are provided with tools to interact with the others.
In this respect we have set up the Big Data landscape and the Big Data marketplace,
both of them tools that should provide a wide amount of information in an easy-tofind and easy-to-use way. We have exchanged views with a good amount of Big Data
national initiatives, which we have also analysed. The intensity of activities varies
depending on the country (some of them are more active and responsive, or they
are better organized).
BDVe has created opportunities for knowledge exchange and networking among
initiatives and MS representatives in all major PPP events, such as the BDVA
summits, EBDVF (Versailles in 2018 and a session proposed for this year’s edition in
Vienna), ICT events or Big Data PPP Meet-up. This activity will go on, but it will be
complemented in the next period with the implementation of actions in conjunction
with the IdealIST network (that includes all NCPs), comprising a roadshow (mainly
based on webminars) to interact with major players in all MSs but with a priority to
extend the geographical coverage and influence of the PPP in countries that are
currently under-represented (as it is the case of Eastern countries).
The increased amount of information of the PPP thanks to a wide number of
activities developed by BDVA and the evolution of the PPP project portfolio should
help to enrich our value proposition and thus attract new stakeholders in other parts
of the EU.
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6 Annex I. Extract from the Proposed Action Plan
for Ideal IST-BDVA Collaboration
The information provided here corresponds to a
plan that is still under discussion and in draft
version; therefore it should be deemed
confidential at this stage and considered just for
the purpose of evaluating the cooperation
between the respective initiatives.
IdealIST is the network of National Contact Points and supports organizations in their
activities in H2020. NCPs are the main interface to the participants in all countries;
therefore a very powerful tool to address activities in Big Data at national level.
Because of the relevance of PPPs as instrument in this context and in particular the
importance of the Big Data Value PPP, we have been assigned with a concrete
spokesperson from the network, Mr. Geraud Guilloud, representative of
Luxembourg.
Proposed Idea
Idealist2018 and BDVA share a common goal in their own respective communities:
to increase their visibility to the wider audience possible.
Therefore Idealist2018 and BDVA are natural allies in reaching a wider audience.
BDVA is looking to organise a roadshow in Europe, in every Member States and
Associated States in order to reach as many Big Data stakeholders as possible and
attract as many member as possible. BDVA is looking to penetrate as much as
possible the national ecosystem and NCPs are natural relay. In the meantime, NCPs
are looking to better reach BDVA for knowledge exchange and key stakeholders
relation.
Idealist2018 proposed to support BDVA in the coordination and the joint
organisation of the European BDVA roadshow.
The idea would be to coordinate the agendas of the events and provide a single
canvas for the organisation with lesson learned and good practices. Cross-border
collaboration could be emphasized with countries organising a joint-event.
Basic understanding
This section aims at presenting the general bases for which the roadshow would be
organised. This section could be updated according the evolutions.
•
•
•
•

The country participation is on voluntary-basis only. Idealist is not forcing any
country to participate.
Idealist is not providing financial support to the national organization
Idealist support the coordination of the different national actions to avoid agenda
conflicts
Idealist, BDVA and national representatives collaborate for communicating the event
This document is issued within the frame and for the purpose of the BDVE project. This project has received
funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Programme (H2020-ICT-2016-2017) under Grant Agreement
No. 732630
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•
•
•
•

Idealist administrative burden will be minimum for BDVA and national NCPs (very
short reports, pictures…)
BDVA commit to provide High Level speakers
Idealist NCPs commit to disseminate as large as possible the national events and
Idealist commit to publish the event
BDVA commit to participate a minimum time to allow direct contacts within national
ecosystems

Impact Evaluation
1. At EU level
Impact

KPI

A better coordination BDVA-Idealist

# of events

A better connection between the national ecosystems

Min
5
countries
participating

2. At National level
Impact

KPI

Raising awareness at national level

# of attendees

A better dialogue with R&I stakeholders

#
of
bilateral
BDVA/organisation
meetings

3. At Idealist level
Impact

KPI

Increase visibility

# of attendees

A better relation with BDVA

# of collaboration

Mainstream collaboration with BDVA

good practices
communication

for

4. At BDVA level
Impact

KPI

Raising awareness among BDVA members
A better relation with ID2018

# of collaboration

Mainstream collaboration

good practices
communication

for
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Proposed Action Plan

Internal discussion
ID2018 (08/2018)

Negotiation with
BDVA (08-09/2018)

Common BDVAID2018 decision
(11/2018)

Open Expression of
Interest (12/201801/2019)

National
Organisations
(01/2019-03/2019)

Roadshow
(04/2019-09/2019)
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7 Annex II. Proposal for upcoming session
@EBDVF Vienna

Expression of Interest to organize a session during EBDVF 2018 day 3 (November 14th)

Use the following link to input your proposal for workshop by July 12th:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ebdvf18-day3-workshops (Don’t send this form
via email!!!)
SESSION TITLE:
Is there a single vision for Big Data and AI in Europe?
SESSION OBJECTIVES:
While BDVA compiles the vision of a representative sample of industries -big and
small-, academia and research organizations in Big Data, providing an agenda for a
"single market", the reality in Europe is that we find not only different development
speeds but sometimes different visions and priorities-This session will focus not only
on the EU vision as promoted by the EC, but also on the strategies at the level of
Member States and sometimes regional granularity. We will select those cases
where distinct models are applied and will confront them. The main objective will be
first of all getting to know such strategies and then understanding synergies and
differences to be able to build on top of the heterogeneity a European strategy that
benefits all as a whole. Comparisons with other regions of the world may also be
included (to understand, for example, the opposite models when it comes to data
privacy).
EXPECTED OUTCOMES:
1. Understanding of the Big Data strategies of some Member States, their
relationships and differences. 2. Identification of synergies we can build on (this
includes for example knowledge on national DIH)
TARGET AUDIENCE (please include some explanations about how you plan to
contribute to attract participants):
The session will be shared with national initiatives on Big data, the responsible
ministries as well as the network of National Contact points so that they can
contribute to its shaping and do proper dissemination among their communities.
DRAFT SESSION DESCRIPTION (speakers, contributors, Format, dynamics, etc):
The session will count on an informative part where different countries will expose
their strategies, current activities and assets. This will be followed by an interactive
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panel where some questions by the moderator will "break the ice" for the
discussion, expecting the audience to play an active role in the Q&A session.
Does your session contribute to the post-H2020 roadmap for the European Big
Data Value? IF yes, explain what and how
Yes
Does your session contribute to develop collaborations with other initiatives? If
yes, explain what and how
We will understand which are the priorities of different regions and countries in
terms of investment, which will lead to insights on the way MS look at the future of
AI, robotics, Big data, HPC or cybersecurity.
Does your session involve any BDV PPP projects? IF yes, list the projects involved
Yes, Leadership falls under the BDVe project
Does your session contribute to any of the BDVA Task Forces or ongoing activities?
If yes, explain what and how
Yes, SG on National Initiatives (as part of TF3)
KEYWORDS:
Member States, national initiatives, national platforms, DIH, AI strategies
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
This session can be essential to attract stakeholders that are not involved in BDVA
and other European-level activities in Big data. The driving force for a topic to be
included in upcoming investment plans (such as Horizon Europe) is the support by
Member States. Therefore, their views should not be neglected and a strong effort
should be devoted to integrate them in our activities.
SESSION ORGANISER(s):
Main organiser and contact point:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name: Nuria de Lama
E-mail address: nuria.delama@atos.net
Organisation: Atos
Member of BDVA? (yes/no): Yes
TF/SG (if you organise this session on behalf of a BDVA TF/SG): Yes, SG National
Initiatives
Project (if you organise this session on behalf of a project): BDVe
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